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/ TASK CHAIRS



/ EMOTION II



These sleek executive chairs have upholstered, 
curved seats that ensure hours of comfort.  
The adjustable lumbar support helps you to 
maintain perfect posture. 

The chair is available with height adjustable arms 
designed for better ergonomics and efficiency 
in the working environment, and comes with the 
option of an aluminium polished base on castors.

/ EMOTION II

EMO 101 EMO 102 



/ KIND III



The Kind III range of executive chairs offers 
ergonomic support, with a comfortable, sliding 
seat that can be upholstered in leather or soft 
material. The adjustable lumbar support is built 
into the high, square-shaped, fully upholstered 
backrest that is height adjustable. 

Mobility is maximised with height adjustable 
arms and an aluminium or nylon base on castors. 

/ KIND III

KIN 101 KIN 102 



The Kind II range of task chairs offers ergonomic 
support, with a comfortable, sliding seat that 
can be upholstered in leather or soft material.  
The adjustable lumbar support is built into the 
high, square-shaped, fully upholstered backrest 
that is height adjustable. 

Mobility is maximised with height adjustable 
arms and an aluminium or nylon base on castors. 

/ KIND II

KIN 201 



The Tela range is an excellent example of ergonomic 
evolution, with a holistic approach to dynamic 
design concepts for work, interconnectivity and 
comfortable support. This environmentally friendly 
range is manufactured to be as light as possible in 
terms of weight and volume. 

/ TELA

TEL 101 TEL 101 



Tela chairs are ideal for state-of-the-art work 
areas that encourage open communication and 
maximum productivity.

/ TELA

TEL 101 



/ STEP AHEAD



Discover a new way of working effortlessly 
with the attractive range of Step Ahead task 
chairs. Ergonomic comfort is assured with an 
upholstered, sliding seat with a synchronous 
mechanism, and adjustable lumbar support built 
into the stylish, mesh backrest. 

/ STEP AHEAD

STE 101 STE 101 



The height adjustable arms, together with an 
aluminium base with castors, provide maximum 
mobility.

/ STEP AHEAD

STE 201 



/ WHY



The Why range of executive chairs fulfils this 
design purpose with beauty and comfort that 
is ideal for any contemporary office interior.  
The look and feel is airy and inviting, with well 
padded, upholstered seats, flexible polyurethane 
backs and excellent built-in height adjustable 
lumbar support.

/ WHY

WHY 101 WHY 101 



Additional options include a choice of seat 
upholstery colours, together with either black, 
grey or white backrest and arms, as well as 
aluminium polished bases on castors.

/ WHY

WHY 101 WHY 101 



/ LIGHT



The Light range of task chairs offers ergonomic 
design, with adjustable lumbar support built into 
the netting backrest. Mobility is maximised with 
height adjustable arms. 

/ LIGHT

LIG 101 LIG 101 



The chair is available with a white or black nylon 
base on castors, and a white, black or grey plastic 
backrest. The overall look is spacious, and a treat 
for the senses.

/ LIGHT

LIG 101 



/ Q3



Comfort and flexibility is key, with a well padded, 
upholstered seat, rounded off with an airy, mesh 
backrest and adjustable lumbar support, together 
with an aluminium polished base on castors. 

/ Q3

QUE 301 QUE 301 



/ Y10



The Y10 range of task chairs offers ergonomic 
support with a synchronous mechanism 
and adjustable lumbar support built into the 
high netting backrest. Additional comfort is 
added through its sleek, upholstered seat, 
supported on a black nylon base on castors.  

The overall feel is professional and spacious, 
ensuring all-day comfort. Functional, flexible 
and strikingly seamless, this range energises the 
workplace with renewed inspiration.

/ Y10

Y10 HIG



The Willow range of task chairs offers ergonomic 
support with built-in lumbar support. Additional 
comfort is added with a sleek, upholstered seat, 
and height adjustable armrests. 

/ WILLOW

WIL 101 



/ ECKO I



/ ECKO I

ECK 103 

You need look no further than the Ecko range 
to bring an atmosphere of modern versatility to 
the contemporary interior. This range of chairs 
fulfils the design purpose with beauty and 
comfort that is ideal for any contemporary office 
interior. The task chairs are invitingly upholstered 
with fixed flexible or height adjustable arms, and 
are crafted with sleekly contoured backrests for 

comfortable support to leave you feeling fresh 
after a long day at your desk. In addition to the 
synchronous mechanism, the sturdy chair rests 
on an aluminium polished base on castors, and 
features an upholstered backrest. When it comes 
to flexible functionality at an affordable price, the 
Ecko range is hard to beat.



You need look no further than the Ecko range 
to bring an atmosphere of modern versatility to 
the contemporary interior. This range of chairs 
fulfils the design purpose with beauty and 
comfort that is ideal for any contemporary office 
interior. The task chairs are invitingly upholstered 
with fixed flexible or height adjustable arms, and 
are crafted with sleekly contoured backrests for 

comfortable support to leave you feeling fresh 
after a long day at your desk. In addition to the 
synchronous mechanism, the sturdy chair rests 
on an aluminium polished base on castors, and 
features an upholstered backrest. When it comes 
to flexible functionality at an affordable price, the 
Ecko range is hard to beat.

/ ECKO II

ECK 202 ECK 202 



Many years of intensive research and development 
have culminated in this ergonomically inspired 
range, with adjustable positioning for individual 
settings to ensure optimum comfort. The curved 
backrest incorporates a strategically positioned 
chrome back bar, but an optional add-on lumbar 
support is also available. These sleek chairs 
are designed to encourage efficient, smooth 
workflows and maximum productivity. 

Manufactured from ‘elliptical oval’ chrome tubing 
for flexibility, strength and durability, the Ice chairs 
feature comfortably cushioned seat pads, five-
point bases for solid support, and large diameter 
castors for maximum mobility. This distinctive 
range offers you a choice of backrests.

/ ICE I

ICE 120 ICE 125 



/ ICE II

ICE 220 ICE 225 

Many years of intensive research and development 
have culminated in this ergonomically inspired 
range, with adjustable positioning for individual 
settings to ensure optimum comfort. The curved 
backrest incorporates a strategically positioned 
chrome back bar, but an optional add-on lumbar 
support is also available. These sleek chairs 
are designed to encourage efficient, smooth 
workflows and maximum productivity. 

Manufactured from ‘elliptical oval’ chrome tubing 
for flexibility, strength and durability, the Ice chairs 
feature comfortably cushioned seat pads, five-
point bases for solid support, and large diameter 
castors for maximum mobility. This distinctive 
range offers you a choice of backrests.



Ergo Matrix offers you unrestricted freedom of 
movement and ultimate comfort, with its uniquely 
designed lumbar support system, generously 
wide proportions and curved arms, based on the 
latest ergonomic developments. 

With Ergo Matrix you have a choice of fully 
upholstered backrests for an executive look, or 
semi-transparent net backrests which allow air to 
flow freely, maintaining an even body temperature 
and letting you keep your cool all year round.

/ ERGO MATRIX I

ERG 120 ERG 125 



Comfort is a key component, with well cushioned 
seat pads solidly supported on five-point bases 
and large diameter castors. Ergo Matrix marries 
ergonomic ingenuity with superior support.

/ ERGO MATRIX I

ERG 125 



/ ERGO MATRIX II

ERG 125 ERG 255 

Ergo Matrix offers you unrestricted freedom of 
movement and ultimate comfort, with its uniquely 
designed lumbar support system, generously 
wide proportions and curved arms, based on the 
latest ergonomic developments. 

With Ergo Matrix you have a choice of fully 
upholstered backrests for an executive look, or 
semi-transparent net backrests which allow air to 
flow freely, maintaining an even body temperature 
and letting you keep your cool all year round.



/ ERGO MATRIX II

ERG 220 

Comfort is a key component, with well cushioned 
seat pads solidly supported on five-point bases 
and large diameter castors. Ergo Matrix marries 
ergonomic ingenuity with superior support.



/ TANNER

TAN 102 TAN 102 

The Tanner range of chairs is environmentally 
friendly and offers the ideal solution to the 
increasing demand for good quality products 
manufactured from renewable materials. The 
Tanner range includes an executive chair with 
an upholstered height adjustable backrest and 
seat, height adjustable arms, synchro and sliding 
seat mechanism, gas height adjustment and  
aluminium polished base with easy-roll castors.  

The visitor’s chair has an upholstered backrest 
and seat, and chrome integral sleighbase. 
Both models are available in a choice of 
quality upholstery on the seat and backrest.  
The Tanner range combines ergonomic comfort 
with outstanding quality, based on environmentally 
responsible principles for discerning customers 
who care about conserving our natural resources.



The design of the Bodyvibe range moves beyond 
modern minimalism with the introduction of an 
ergonomically contoured backrest that offers 
greatly improved lumbar support and takes 
comfort and flexibility to new heights.

/ BODYVIBE

BOD 006 VIB 103 



From executive and managerial chairs with 
special features such as flexible arms, swivel 
and tilt mechanisms and visitors’ armchairs, the 
adaptable Bodyvibe range answers all the needs 
of today’s demanding business world.

/ BODYVIBE

VIB 103 



The design of the Bodyform range moves 
beyond modern minimalism with the introduction 
of an ergonomically contoured backrest that 
offers greatly improved lumbar support and 
takes comfort and flexibility to new heights.
From executive and managerial chairs with 

special features such as flexible arms as well 
as swivel and tilt mechanisms, through to typist 
chairs, draughtsman’s conversions and visitors’ 
armchairs, Bodyform has the adaptability that 
answers all the needs of today’s demanding 
business world.

/ BODYFORM ROUCHE

BOD 205 BOD 206 



/ VEGA

The distinguished Vega range is designed with 
the top executive in mind, combining aesthetics, 
ergonomics and stateliness with exceptional 
built-in lumbar support for optimum comfort. 

The well cushioned seats and padded backrests 
are luxuriously upholstered in genuine leather, 
with ‘nu-hide’ on the reverse, presenting a solid 
appearance of supreme accomplishment. 

VEG 330 VEG 335 



/ VEGA

The versatile Vega highback and midback chairs 
feature knee-tilt synchro mechanisms for perfect 
individual positioning. Together with the invitingly 
comfortable visitors’ chairs, this distinctive range 
is ideal for creating a synergistic flow from the 
directors’ offices through to the boardroom.

VEG 335



/ OVIDIO

When it comes to Ovidio, the refined solutions 
adopted reflect the sophisticated nature of the 
design. Perfectly balanced solids and voids blend 
with sinuous lines, giving the structure harmony 
and lightness.

Ovidio provides the comfort, style and ergonomic 
design to look good - and make you feel good - 
everywhere.

OVI 100 OVI 100 



/ CHASE

The Chase chair offers ultimate comfort for all 
seating positions and postures. It was designed 
to provide unparalleled seating for group settings 
such as conferencing, meeting and training rooms. 
What makes the Chase chair unique is that it is 
intuitive, maintaining your seating orientation and 
providing maximum ergonomic support.

CHA 100 CHA 101 



/ CHASE

The Chase chair is the perfect choice for long 
hours of comfortable seating and productive 
teamwork. 

CHA 102 



/ VISITORS’ CHAIRS



This sleek, stylish range features a comfortable, 
upholstered seat and curved netting backrest 
that adds to the light and airy look and feel.  

The visitor’s chair is available in a choice of either 
an oval chrome frame or a 4-legged chrome frame.

/ PASSPORT

PAS 001 PAS 003 



The Kind visitors’ chairs are ideal for reception 
and waiting areas.

/ KIND

VIS 102 VIS 103



/ KIND

VIS 102 VIS 202

The chairs have a curved back, supported by 
either a streamlined, solidly constructed 4-legged 
chrome base or sleighbase chrome frame.



/ KIND

VIS 203

You can choose from an inviting range of colours 
to complement your interior décor.



/ REWIND



Rewind chairs are individually striking, making 
them the perfect seating for reception and waiting 
areas. Made from durable, premium quality plastic, 
these stylish Rewind chairs are ergonomically 
designed, featuring a curved back, supported by  
a streamlined, solidly constructed 4-legged 
chrome base.

/ REWIND

REW 200 REW 300



The functional designs are available in a 
selection of colours and include an option with 
an upholstered backrest and seat, as well as 
armrests. There is also a bar stool with a well-
positioned footrest around three sides of the 
4-legged chrome base.

/ REWIND

REW 201 REW 202



The Spider range features a sleek, minimalistic 
design with clean lines and an ultra-modern 
look and feel. This multi-purpose chair is ideal 
for various practical purposes, and is available 
with attachable armrests and comfortable writing 
tablets, as well as a taller bar stool version. 

Rows of chairs can also be linked together.  
This environmentally friendly range is made from 
recyclable polypropylene.

/ SPIDER

SPI 101



/ ICE I

ICE 110

Many years of intensive research and development 
have culminated in this ergonomically inspired 
range, with adjustable positioning for individual 
settings to ensure optimum comfort. The curved 
backrest incorporates a strategically positioned 
chrome back bar, but an optional add-on lumbar 
support is also available. These sleek chairs 
are designed to encourage efficient, smooth 
workflows and maximum productivity. 

Manufactured from ‘elliptical oval’ chrome tubing 
for flexibility, strength and durability, the Ice chairs 
feature comfortably cushioned seat pads, five-
point bases for solid support, and large diameter 
castors for maximum mobility. This distinctive 
range offers you a choice of backrests.



/ ERGO MATRIX I

ERG 125

Ergo Matrix offers you unrestricted freedom of 
movement and ultimate comfort, with its uniquely 
designed lumbar support system, generously 
wide proportions and curved arms, based on 
the latest ergonomic developments. With Ergo 
Matrix you have a choice of fully upholstered 
backrests for an executive look, or semi-
transparent net backrests which allow air to flow 

freely, maintaining an even body temperature 
and letting you keep your cool all year round. 
Comfort is a key component, with well cushioned 
seat pads solidly supported on five-point bases 
and large diameter castors. Ergo Matrix marries 
ergonomic ingenuity with superior support.



/ ERGO MATRIX II

ERG 210

Ergo Matrix offers you unrestricted freedom of 
movement and ultimate comfort, with its uniquely 
designed lumbar support system, generously 
wide proportions and curved arms, based on 
the latest ergonomic developments. With Ergo 
Matrix you have a choice of fully upholstered 
backrests for an executive look, or semi-
transparent net backrests which allow air to flow 

freely, maintaining an even body temperature 
and letting you keep your cool all year round. 
Comfort is a key component, with well cushioned 
seat pads solidly supported on five-point bases 
and large diameter castors. Ergo Matrix marries 
ergonomic ingenuity with superior support.



The Studio range adds a light, modern look 
and feel that emphasises the versatilility of the    
contemporary home or office interior. An additional 
option with a netting backrest is also available. 

If you’re looking for affordable flexibility and 
functionality,  the Studio range has all the answers.

/ STUDIO

STU 003 STU 005



/ BODYVIBE

VIB 101

The design of the Bodyvibe range moves 
beyond modern minimalism with the introduction 
of an ergonomically contoured backrest that 
offers greatly improved lumbar support and 
takes comfort and flexibility to new heights.  

From executive and managerial chairs with 
special features such as flexible arms, swivel 
and tilt mechanisms and visitors’ armchairs, the 
adaptable Bodyvibe range answers all the needs 
of today’s demanding business world.



/ BODYFORM ROUCHE

BOD 203

The design of the Bodyform range moves 
beyond modern minimalism with the introduction 
of an ergonomically contoured backrest that 
offers greatly improved lumbar support and 
takes comfort and flexibility to new heights.
From executive and managerial chairs with 

special features such as flexible arms as well 
as swivel and tilt mechanisms, through to typist 
chairs, draughtsman’s conversions and visitors’ 
armchairs, Bodyform has the adaptability that 
answers all the needs of today’s demanding 
business world.



/ TANNER

TAN 101

The Tanner range of chairs is environmentally 
friendly and offers the ideal solution to the 
increasing demand for good quality products 
manufactured from renewable materials. The 
Tanner range includes an executive chair with 
an upholstered height adjustable backrest and 
seat, height adjustable arms, synchro and sliding 
seat mechanism, gas height adjustment and  
aluminium polished base with easy-roll castors.  

The visitor’s chair has an upholstered backrest 
and seat, and chrome integral sleighbase. 
Both models are available in a choice of 
quality upholstery on the seat and backrest.  
The Tanner range combines ergonomic comfort 
with outstanding quality, based on environmentally 
responsible principles for discerning customers 
who care about conserving our natural resources.



/ VEGA

VEG 310 VEG 310

The distinguished Vega range is designed with 
the top executive in mind, combining aesthetics, 
ergonomics and stateliness with exceptional 
built-in lumbar support for optimum comfort. 
The well cushioned seats and padded backrests 
are luxuriously upholstered in genuine leather, 
with ‘nu-hide’ on the reverse, presenting a 
solid appearance of supreme accomplishment.  

The versatile Vega highback and midback chairs 
feature knee-tilt synchro mechanisms for perfect 
individual positioning. Together with the invitingly 
comfortable visitors’ chairs, this distinctive range 
is ideal for creating a synergistic flow from the 
directors’ offices through to the boardroom.



/ CONFERENCE CHAIRS



This sleek, stylish range features a comfortable, 
upholstered seat and curved netting backrest 
that adds to the light and airy look and feel.   
The operator’s chair has a swivel mechanism 
on an aluminium polished base with castors for 

maximum mobility, while the visitor’s chair is 
available in a choice of either an oval chrome 
frame or a 4-legged chrome frame.

/ PASSPORT

PAS 002



/ KIND

The Kind visitors’ chairs are ideal for reception 
and waiting areas. The chairs have a curved 
back, supported by either a streamlined, solidly 
constructed 4-legged chrome base or sleighbase 
chrome frame.

VIS 102 VIS 102 



/ KIND

You can choose from an inviting range of colours 
to complement your interior décor.

VIS 102



Rewind chairs are individually striking, making 
them the perfect seating for reception and waiting 
areas. Made from durable, premium quality plastic, 
these stylish Rewind chairs are ergonomically 
designed, featuring a curved back, supported by  
a streamlined, solidly constructed 4-legged 
chrome base. The functional designs are available 
in a selection of colours and include an option 

with an upholstered backrest and seat, as well 
as armrests. There is also a bar stool with a well-
positioned footrest around three sides of the 
4-legged chrome base.

/ REWIND

REW 201 REW 200 



/ SPIDER



/ SPIDER

SPI 101

The Spider range features a sleek, minimalistic 
design with clean lines and an ultra-modern 
look and feel. This multi-purpose chair is ideal 
for various practical purposes, and is available 
with attachable armrests and comfortable writing 
tablets, as well as a taller bar stool version. 

Rows of chairs can also be linked together.  
This environmentally friendly range is made from 
recyclable polypropylene.



To re-invent and re-interpret yourself in different 
roles, you need to be versatile. Or maybe, 
like Gemina, you have been created without 
preconceptions - free, regardless, and naturally 
able to expand in different directions. Gemina is 
a crossover of the highest form, the ideal seating 
for both an office and contract environment - 
two different worlds, which no longer have 
precise boundaries.

/ GEMINA

GEM 101 GEM 102 



Now more than ever, designing a space means 
imagining the relationships between individuals: 
because they are increasingly fluid, and in this 
flow, in this new way of interacting, Gemina is 
the protagonist.

/ GEMINA

GEM 103 GEM 104 



/ OVIDIO

When it comes to Ovidio, the refined solutions 
adopted reflect the sophisticated nature of the 
design. Perfectly balanced solids and voids blend 
with sinuous lines, giving the structure harmony 
and lightness.

Ovidio provides the comfort, style and ergonomic 
design to look good - and make you feel good - 
everywhere.

OVI 100 OVI 100 



/ CHASE

The Chase chair offers ultimate comfort for all 
seating positions and postures. It was designed 
to provide unparalleled seating for group settings 
such as conferencing, meeting and training rooms. 
What makes the Chase chair unique is that it is 
intuitive, maintaining your seating orientation and 
providing maximum ergonomic support.

CHA 100 CHA 101 



/ CHASE

The Chase chair is the perfect choice for long 
hours of comfortable seating and productive 
teamwork. 

CHA 102 



CHAIRS AND  
OFFICE FURNITURE

At Geo Cloud we focus on ergonomic seating and 
desking with optimum comfort and support, without 
compromising on mobility and efficiency. Whatever 
your requirements for holistic office and meeting 
areas, with our wide selection of international and 
local ranges you will always be sitting on a cloud, 
in front of a Geo Cloud desk, which means you are 
assured of the best quality support for maximum 
productivity. At Geo Cloud, we use only the best 
components in the manufacture of our desking and 
seating ranges, assuring you of high-end quality 
office solutions.

OUR DESKING

Modern living and working environments demand 
harmonious interiors and quality surroundings 
for commercial, industrial and home offices. 
There is an increasing awareness worldwide of 
the importance of productive surroundings for 
our physical and mental wellbeing. Our modern 
desking ranges are versatile and adaptable, and 
can be customised to suit specific space and 
utilisation requirements.

INSPIRATIONAL 
WORKSPACES

PRODUCT GUARANTEE

Geo Cloud produces high-quality office chairs 
based on the latest global trends and cutting-
edge technology. We offer a 7-year guarantee 
on all our products from date of purchase 
against faulty workmanship and components, 
excluding fair wear and tear, subject to our terms 
and conditions. The fabrics are covered by the 
manufacturer’s guarantee.

CUSTOMER AND 
AFTER-SALES SERVICE

At Geo Cloud we take particular care to provide the 
best possible customer service in all our dealings, 
from initial consultation and recommendations to 
fulfilment of the order and on-time delivery, as 
well as unbeatable after-sales service and repairs. 
We also provide our clients with the necessary 
training on the functionality of their chairs in 
order for them to enjoy the full benefit of their  
Geo Cloud products. We pride ourselves on our 
48-hour turnaround time, and if anything fails 
on a chair, the matter is addressed immediately. 
Geo Cloud does not change individual parts on 
faulty chairs - instead, we replace the entire chair. 
As a result of continuously implemented product 
design updates, Geo Cloud reserves the right to 
alter design details and specifications without 
prior notice.

E&OE
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